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Continuous weak measurement allows localizing open quantum systems in state space and tracing out their quantum trajectory as they evolve in time. Efficient quantum measurement schemes have previously enabled recording quantum trajectories of microwave photon and qubit states. We apply these concepts to a macroscopic mechanical resonator, and we follow the quantum trajectory of its motional state conditioned on a continuous optical measurement record. Starting with a thermal mixture, we eventually obtain coherent states of 78% purity—comparable to a displaced thermal state of occupation 0.14. We introduce a retrodictive measurement protocol to directly verify state purity along the trajectory, and we furthermore observe state collapse and decoherence. This opens the door to measurement-based creation of advanced quantum states, as well as potential tests of gravitational decoherence models.
well as the decoherence that occurs in the absence of information from the measurement.

We explore these ideas in an optomechanical system based on an ultracoldent soft-clamped membrane resonator [23]. The mechanical mode of interest (at the frequency \( \Omega_m/2\pi = 1.14 \text{ MHz} \)) corresponds to a localized defect mode created within a phononic crystal. This design simultaneously reduces radiative energy loss and avoids loss-inducing mode curvature, resulting in an extremely low mechanical energy dissipation rate, \( \Gamma_m \). For the device used here, we find \( Q = \Omega_m/\Gamma_m = 1.03 \times 10^9 \) at temperature \( T = 11 \text{ K} \). This motion is dispersively coupled to the frequency of a Fabry-Perot cavity mode [linewidth of \( k/(2\pi) = 18.5 \text{ MHz} \)] at a characteristic vacuum optomechanical coupling rate of \( g_0/(2\pi) = 129 \text{ Hz} \). Populating the cavity with a large coherent field (with \( \bar{n}_\text{cav} \) average photons) leads to a linearized field-enhanced coupling at a rate of \( g = \sqrt{\bar{n}_\text{cav}}g_0 \). A probe laser that drives this cavity resonantly will acquire phase modulation sidebands proportional to the mechanical displacement, which we detect via a balanced homodyne receiver.

The total detection efficiency (including cavity output coupling) is \( \eta_{\text{det}} = 74\% \), ensuring that minimal mechanical information is lost.

In addition to a resonant probe beam, we also utilize an auxiliary beam to provide some precooling of other modes of the membrane, via both sideband and feedback cooling [24]. The effect of this beam on the main mode of interest is simply to change its effective thermal environment. Small, residual detuning of the probe similarly provides some damping. In the following, we account for both of these and refer to the effective energy damping rate and bath occupancy as, respectively, \( \Gamma_m/2\pi = 130 \text{ Hz} \) and \( \bar{n}_\text{th} \approx 2 \) such that \( \gamma = \Gamma_m\bar{n}_\text{th} \approx 2\pi \times 260 \text{ Hz} \).

The quantum measurement backaction of the probe is manifest as radiation pressure force fluctuations, leading to additional mechanical decoherence at a rate of \( \Gamma_{\text{qba}} = 4g_0^2/k \approx 2\pi \times 2.54 \text{ kHz} \). Similarly, the mechanical displacement measurement can be characterized by a measurement rate of \( \Gamma_{\text{meas}} = 4\eta_{\text{det}}g_0^2/k \approx 2\pi \times 1.88 \text{ kHz} \). Thus, the experimental system studied here can achieve measurements in which quantum backaction dominates thermal motion, and the measurement rate approaches the total decoherence rate (i.e., the measurement efficiency \( \eta_{\text{meas}} = 1 \)).

The quantum trajectory of the mechanical resonator is derived from quadratures \( \hat{q} = (\hat{X}, \hat{Y}) \) of the homodyne photocurrent, \( I(t) \), demodulated at frequency \( \Omega_m \). This demodulation, which occurs in postprocessing, uses a high-order low-pass filter for which the \( \sim 120 \text{ kHz} \) bandwidth is significantly larger than the total decoherence rate \( (\gamma + \Gamma_{\text{qba}} \approx 2\pi \times 2.80 \text{ kHz} \) such that it has a negligible effect on the mechanical signal [7,25]. The continuous data stream is subdivided into 3.2 ms segments: each of which is treated as an individual experimental realization. Examples of the raw photocurrent and one demodulated quadrature are shown in Fig. 1(b).

These photocurrent quadratures form the measurement channels from which we extract the quantum trajectory. This is done according to a stochastic master equation (SME), which simultaneously describes unitary evolution of the system, environmental coupling, and Bayesian updates according to the measurement record [12,26,27]. Note that, although our system is composed of both an optical mode and a mechanical mode, the cavity field can be adiabatically eliminated because \( \kappa \gg \Omega_m \) [7,28]. For a high-\( Q \) resonator, it is also convenient to move to the interaction picture at frequency \( \Omega_m \) and make a rotating wave approximation. Thus, we describe the system in terms of the slowly varying quadratures \( \hat{r} = (\hat{X}, \hat{Y}) \), where the mechanical position is \( \hat{q} = \hat{X} \cos(\Omega_m t) + \hat{Y} \sin(\Omega_m t) \). The corresponding SME is [7]

\[
d\rho = (\mathcal{L}_\text{th} + \mathcal{L}_{\text{qba}})\rho dt + \sqrt{\Gamma_{\text{meas}}} \left( \mathcal{H}[\hat{X}] \rho dW_X + \mathcal{H}[\hat{Y}] \rho dW_Y \right),
\]

where \( \mathcal{L}_\text{th} \) and \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{qba}} \) describe interactions with the thermal and quantum optical baths, respectively [25]. The final term, written in terms of the measurement superoperator \( \mathcal{H} \) and two independent Wiener processes, \( \mathbf{W} = (W_X, W_Y) \), describes the conditioning of the state upon the measurement record \( \mathbf{i} \). We define \( \mathbf{r} = (\mathbf{r}_X, \mathbf{r}_Y) \) as the vector of the quadrature expectation values. Assuming Gaussian statistics, the conditional state is fully characterized by these expectation values along with the covariance matrix \( V_{ij} = \text{tr}(\{\mathbf{r}_i \mathbf{r}_j\})/2 \), where \( \{ \cdot \} \) is the anticommutator. For our purposes, this covariance can be written in terms of a single number: \( V_{ij} = V_\delta i_j \).

The dynamics of these first and second moments are given by

\[
d\mathbf{r} = -\frac{\Gamma_m}{2} \mathbf{r} dt + \sqrt{4\Gamma_{\text{meas}}} V(t) d\mathbf{W},
\]

\[
\dot{V}(t) = -\Gamma_m V(t) + \Gamma_m \left( \bar{n}_\text{th} + \frac{1}{2} \right) + \Gamma_{\text{qba}} - 4\Gamma_{\text{meas}} V(t)^2,
\]

where the Wiener process is given by the measurement record \( d\mathbf{W} = \mathbf{i} dt - 4\sqrt{\Gamma_{\text{meas}}} d\mathbf{r} dt \) such that the quantum trajectory as defined in Eq. (2b) represents a filtering of the measurement record \( \mathbf{i} \). Note that, although the expectation value evolution is stochastic (driven by the stochastic term \( d\mathbf{W} \)), the conditional variance evolves deterministically, decaying to a steady-state value

\[
V = \sqrt{1 + 16V_{\text{bath}} \Gamma_{\text{meas}}/\Gamma_m - 1}/8\Gamma_{\text{meas}}/\Gamma_m,
\]

where \( V_{\text{bath}} \) is the bath noise parameter.
FIG. 1. Measuring a mechanical quantum trajectory. (a) Experimental setup. The mechanical resonator is coupled to an optical cavity, driven resonantly by a probe laser (red). The motion is imprinted on the phase quadrature of the transmitted light, which is measured with a balanced homodyne detector. The photocurrent $I(t)$ is digitized and analyzed in postprocessing. (b) Example calibrated photocurrent, containing information about all mechanical modes coupled to the cavity. Inset shows one quadrature signal obtained by demodulating the photocurrent at $\Omega_m$. (c) Sketch of a quantum trajectory in phase space, in terms of the first moment $\vec{r}$ (red line) and conditional variance (dark gray area, standard deviation). The variance is reduced as information is gathered during the measurements. Averaging different realizations together leads to an unconditional, thermal state (light gray area), with variance $V_{\text{bath}}$. (d)–(e) Measured single quantum trajectory $\vec{r}(t)$ in terms of slowly varying quadratures, $\vec{X}(t)$ and $\vec{Y}(t)$. Insets illustrate predicted decay of the conditional variance as the conditional state collapses (gray shaded area, standard deviation).

where $V_{\text{bath}} = (\bar{n}_{\text{th}} + 1/2 + \Gamma_{\text{qba}}/\Gamma_m)$ is the total bath variance [13]. The reduction of the conditional variance [Fig. 2(a)] to its steady state happens in a characteristic collapse time, which depends inversely on the measurement rate [8]. In the regime of fast, efficient measurement $\Gamma_{\text{meas}} \gg \gamma \gg \Gamma_m$, which is relevant to this work, this variance approaches $V \approx 1/(2\sqrt{\eta_{\text{meas}}})$. Thus, in the limit of highly efficient measurements ($\eta_{\text{meas}} \rightarrow 1$), the measurement process is able to project the initial thermal state into a pure coherent state ($V = 1/2$). We note that Eqs. (2a) and (2b) are formally equivalent to a Kalman filtering problem [8], with constraints on the measurement and process noises imposed by quantum mechanics. Like the state estimate of a Kalman filter, the quantum state $\rho(t)$ enshrines the most accurate possible prediction of subsequent measurement outcomes.

In Fig. 1(d), we show an example of a quantum trajectory $\vec{r}(t)$, as calculated according to Eq. (2a). The region $0 < t < 100 \mu s$ indicates the collapse time of the measurement; after which, the conditional variance has decayed to its steady-state $V$. For the large probe strength used here (corresponding to $\eta_{\text{meas}} = 67\%$), the predicted conditional variance is $V = 0.61$, which is only 20% larger than the zero-point fluctuations. This corresponds to a coherent state with purity $\mathcal{P} = \text{tr}(\rho^2) = 1/(2V) = 0.82$, which is an improvement of almost two orders of magnitude as compared to the initial thermal state purity of $\mathcal{P} = 0.02$.

The extracted quantum trajectory depends on the model and the parameters chosen to describe the experiment. Successful modeling of data acquired in earlier experiments testifies to a good understanding of our system, as well as reliable methods to extract its key parameters [24]. We can gain further confidence in the validity of the state estimation by analyzing the experimental innovation function $\nu dt = \text{id}t - \sqrt{4\eta_{\text{meas}}} \vec{F} dt$. For correct modeling, this function represents a white noise with a flat power spectral density [16]. This matches the assumption, made above, that the measurement record is driven by a Wiener process. With all system parameters estimated independently, we have calculated the innovation function and checked that, indeed, it has a flat spectrum [25].

Unlike $\vec{r}$, the conditional variance $V$ cannot be immediately obtained from the experimental data: averaging individual trajectories approximates only the unconditional variance, $V_{\text{bath}}$, in this regime [25] (see Fig. 1). To actually verify the prepared conditional state at time $t_0$, an experimenter could make a strong projective measurement at that time. Here, we approximate this by a positive-operator valued measure (POVM) measurement based on subsequent data collected for $t > t_0$ [20,21]. To do so, we backpropagate an effect operator $E$ from future times to the past time $t_0$. The role of the effect operator is to refine, in a Bayesian sense, the probabilities for measurement outcomes, as determined by a density matrix $\rho(t_0)$. Together, $\rho$ and $E$ define the past quantum state [20,21] from which the
expectation value of an operator $\hat{A}$ is calculated as $\text{Tr}(\hat{A}\rho E)/\text{Tr}(\rho E)$. The (unconditional) thermal state could be chosen for $\rho(t_0)$, disregarding the data collected before $t_0$. If any prior (to $t_0$) information about the system is ignored, then $\rho(t_0) \propto 1$ and $E$ contains all information about the quantum state at time $t_0$—as determined exclusively from measurements at later times.

For states for which the evolution $\rho(t)$ is restricted to Gaussian states, the effect operator $E$ can be characterized by the expectation value $\bar{r} = \text{tr}(rE)$ and the covariance matrix $(V_E)_{ij} = \text{tr}((\bar{r}_i - \bar{r})(\bar{r}_j - \bar{r}))E/2$. For the mechanical measurement performed here, $V_E$ can be written as $(V_E)_{ij} = V_E \delta_{ij}$; and the first and second moments evolve according to [10,11,20]

$$-d\bar{r} = \bar{r}(t - dt) - \bar{r}(t) = \frac{\Gamma_m}{2} \bar{r}dt + \sqrt{4 \Gamma_{\text{meas}} V_E(t)}dW_E, \quad (4a)$$

$$-V_E(t) \equiv \frac{V_E(t - dt) - V_E(t)}{dt} = \Gamma_m V_E(t) + \Gamma_m \left(\bar{n}_\text{th} + \frac{1}{2}\right) + \Gamma_{\text{pha}} - 4 \Gamma_{\text{meas}} V_E(t)^2, \quad (4b)$$

where $dW_E = i dt - \sqrt{4 \Gamma_{\text{meas}}} \bar{r} dt$ is a stochastic variable, and the steady-state conditional variance is $V_E = V + \Gamma_m/(4 \Gamma_{\text{meas}}) \approx V$. It is this retrodicted trajectory (determined only by the measurement record after $t_0$) that we will use to verify individual quantum trajectories such as the one shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2(a), we show predicted and retrodicted trajectories, $\bar{r}(t)$ and $\bar{r}(t)$, in a time interval in which both conditional variances have reached the steady state. These trajectories are compared at an arbitrary common end point, $t_0$. Various pairs of $\bar{r}(t_0)$ and $\bar{r}(t_0)$, from different experimental trials, are shown in Fig. 2. We calculate, over this ensemble of experimental realizations, the covariance matrix of the relative trajectories $\sigma^2 = \text{Cov}[\bar{r}(t_0) - \bar{r}(t_0)]$. As expected, we always find that $\sigma_{\bar{r}X}^2 \approx 0$ and $\sigma_{\bar{r}X}^2 \approx \sigma_{\bar{r}Y}^2$ (within 2%), and henceforth report only the average diagonal term, $\sigma^2$. This experimental variance provides a direct measurement of the desired quantum conditional variance $V$. As we derive in the Supplemental Material [25], the ensemble variance is given by a simple sum of the variances of the operators characterizing the pre- and retrodicted quantum states, respectively,

$$\sigma^2 = V + V_E \approx 2V, \quad (5)$$

corresponds to a purity of $\mathcal{P} = 0.78$. (This includes a correction due to a 6% systematic error introduced by demodulation filter correlations [25]). This corresponds to a displaced thermal state of occupation of $\bar{n}_\text{cond} = 0.14$. In this sense, this process is sometimes referred to as “cooling by measurement” [15]. Force feedback based on the predicted quantum state can, in principle, entirely undo the displacement to yield a zero-mean low-entropy state [7,29].

We can extend this retrodiction-verification protocol to study the measurement process in more detail, including its dynamics. In particular, we can observe both the measurement-induced collapse of the conditional state and decoherence in the absence of measurement conditioning. To do so, we compare retrodicted quadrature values with the forward-calculated ones at a time $t_0$, which now varies within the interval $0 < t_0 < 3$ ms. The resulting relative trajectories $[\bar{r}(t_0) - \bar{r}(t_0)]$ and their ensemble variance are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. Note that the retrodiction always begins at $3.2$ ms such that its conditional variance is in the steady state throughout the displayed time interval. In contrast, the predictions all

FIG. 2. Verification of the conditional state. (a) A single quantum trajectory, $\bar{r}(t)$ (red line), calculated until time $t_0$ is compared with a retrodiction, $\bar{r}(t)$ (blue line), backpropagated to the same time $t_0$. (b) An ensemble of relative state estimations at time $t_0$, as measured from the trajectory $\bar{r}(t_0)$ (red circles) and verified by the retrodiction $\bar{r}(t_0)$ (blue triangles). The prediction–retrodiction pairs are connected by a gray line. The gray box indicates the pair shown in Fig. 2(a). (c) Phase space distribution of the relative expectation values: $\bar{r}(t_0) - \bar{r}(t_0)$ (purple circles). The purple line corresponds to two standard deviations of the data (radius $2\sqrt{\sigma^2}$), as compared with the expected $\sqrt{\sigma^2}$ for a pure coherent state (black line, radius $2\sqrt{1}$).
For comparison, the unconditional variance [calculated from only] is shown in blue. The theoretical expectation (Fig. 3(b). Next, to visualize the dynamics of the system in behavior revealed by the retrodictive state verification in unconditional thermal state. Indeed, this is exactly the variance of relative trajectories that begin at $t = 0$. Thus, up to $\approx 50 \mu s$, the conditional variance $V(t)$ is expected, per Eq. (2b), to decay from an unconditional thermal state. Indeed, this is exactly the behavior revealed by the retrodictive state verification in Fig. 3(b). Next, to visualize the dynamics of the system in the absence of measurement, we set the measurement efficiency to zero in Eq. (2a) from a time of 0.7 ms onward. That is, we stop conditioning the predicted quantum trajectory based on the measurement record. Thus, the conditional variance rethermalizes, and our nearly pure state decoheres into a statistical mixture.

The ability to effect strong projective displacement measurements via continuous weak measurement opens the door to various measurement-based protocols. Applying the same underlying machinery to modified measurement schemes allows, for example, the production of conditional mechanical squeezed states, as well as conditional entanglement and quantum steering [10,11,30]. Moreover, although the analysis presented here was implemented in the postprocessing of data, there is no fundamental obstacle to implementing this protocol as a real-time filter—e.g., using a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). Real-time feedback that removes the (known) mean displacement can then yield unconditional states with the desired quantum correlations. Finally, the application of an optimal quantum-limited state estimation to such ultrascoherent mechanical resonators may be of interest to test and constrain models of spontaneous wave function collapse. Indeed, the resonator in this work already suggests experimental bounds for continuous spontaneous localization that are competitive with the state of the art [25,31,32], and the prospects should improve dramatically at millikelvin temperatures.
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